Tubular Daylighting

Brighten Your Home
with Natural Light

Available in 160DS and 290DS
1. Daylight Control System
Experience natural light of tubular daylighting
systems, but want the ability to adjust the brightness?
Our new Daylight Control System includes a
remote-controlled, solar-powered baffle that opens
and closes at the touch of a button. Now you can
adjust the light in your space from bright to dark,
and everything in between.

2. Solar NightLight System
In spaces like hallways, foyers, and bathrooms,
being able to light your way at night is ideal. With
the Solatube systems, you get beautiful natural
light during the day, while an integrated solar
panel charges up a nightlight that provides a
useful, soft glow at night.

3. Core Daylighting System
As leaders in the skylight industry, our Solatube
Daylighting Systems are all about delivering maximum
natural light into your home.

Available with round
or square fixtures.

With the most advanced technologies available—from
the sunlight-capturing dome to the reflective tube and
stylish square or round decorative fixtures—you can
feel confident that you have the premium daylighting
system available.

Brighten Up Series™
Highest performance guaranteed*

Perfecting sunlight through invention
We didn’t invent the sun. We just improved it. Solatube® Daylighting Systems are
engineered to efficiently capture the sun’s rays and deliver them into your home.
From sunup to sundown you’ll get brighter, more colourful rooms that cost
nothing to light. Because installation can usually be done in about two hours
with no structural changes, it’s the fastest and simplest solution to a brighter,
more beautiful home.

Capture
Our combined technology
delivers unrivalled yearround performance in
light output and heat
protection.

Transfer
Spectralight® Infinity™ tube
made from the world's most
reflective material, infused with
patented Cool Tube technology.
• Transfers light further than any
other skylight material for maximum
daylight delivery
•C
 ool Tube technology ensures the
highest energy efficiency by drawing
away summer heat.

Daylight
Stylish Daylight Delivery Form
and function combine for optimal
daylight diffusion
• Solatube’s large range of Decorative
Fixtures brings the beauty and
customisation to your interior
• The effective lenses offer choices
to warm or soften the light
• A Light kit, Vent Kit or Daylight
Dimmer adds functionality

Patented Raybender ® 3000
Technology - LightTracker™
Reflector
• This combination redirects
low-angle daylight for
unparalled light capture –
particularly during winter
• Raybender 3000 rejects
over-powering summer
midday heat

Brighten Up Accessories

Adding functionality and style to Australia's highest performing Skylight*
Select your style

Control your light

Our Solatube® Decorative Fixtures enhance the look
of any interior with options that range from practical
to elegant to dazzling.

Ventilation Add-on Kit
Combines with the
Solatube® 160 DS to drive
out humidity in a single
elegant design.

OptiView®
Available in square or round. 160 DS & 290 DS

Flashings for All Roof Types

JustFrost™

Fabricated as a single, seamless piece to ensure
leak-proof performance, flashing kits are available
for all roof types and pitches.

Available in square or round. 160 DS & 290 DS

250 Corrugated

400 Corrugated

250 Concrete Tile

400 Tile for Concrete
and Terracotta

250 Terracotta Tile

No pitch for over flashing

TierDrop™
160 DS & 290 DS

Classic Vusion™
160 DS & 290 DS

AuroraGlo™
Available in bronze or white 290 DS

Service

National Certified Installation Consultants

Come and visit our showrooms
Our team has undergone an intense Solatube®
Installation Certification program, provided by
Solatube® Australia Pty Ltd. This training
course has been put together through the joint
knowledge of Australia’s largest skylight network
and is focused on delivering a professional
installation and courteous service which is second
to none in the industry.

“I provide you with design
expertise to ensure you get
the right light every day.”
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